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Aluminum clamp - Clamp for cable tubes 20mm AKS-E 20

Fränkische
AKS-E 20
20970020
4013960176353 EAN/GTIN

1,49 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Aluminum clamp AKS-E 20 Material aluminium, surface untreated, outer diameter 20mm, AKS-E is an aluminum clamp made of extruded aluminium. This clamp is used for the
aluminum tubes Alu Threaded ES and Alu Steck ES. Please note: For applications with extreme conditions, such as vibrations, overhead installations, high weights, etc., the
use of closed aluminum spacer clamps ASG-E is recommended. VDE 0605 DIN EN 61386-21
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